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Abstract: In high-end testing and manufacturing equipment, a trend exists whereby the traditional
servo feed system with a ball screw and rotary motor will gradually be replaced by a direct drive
system. The precision motion system driven by a permanent magnet linear synchronous motor
(PMLSM) offers several advantages, including high speed, high acceleration, and high positioning
accuracy. However, the operating precision of the feed device will be affected by the PMLSM
robustness to nonlinear and uncertain disturbances, such as cogging force, friction, thermal effects,
residual vibration, and load disturbance. The aim of this paper was to provide a survey on disturbance
analysis and suppression approaches to improve the dynamic performance of PMLSM motion
systems. First, the origin and inhibition methods of thrust ripple and friction are presented. Second,
the mechanisms, modeling approaches, and mitigation measures of thermal effects are introduced.
Additionally, the residual vibration characteristics and suppression methods are discussed. Finally,
disturbance observers of periodic and aperiodic loads are introduced. These suppression methods
from structural design and control compensation are then discussed in order to improve the dynamic
response and steady-state accuracy of PMLSM.

Keywords: permanent magnet linear synchronous motor; motion control; thermal effect; thrust
ripple; compensation method; residual vibration; load disturbance

1. Introduction

High-speed and high-precision feed devices, such as detection platforms, machine
tools, precision operating systems, and automatic assembly machines, are undergoing
rapid development owing to the pressing needs for high productivity and high-precision
measurement and manufacturing [1]. Traditional linear motion systems use rotary motors
and ball screws to achieve linear motion, but the performance of such a feed drive system is
limited by the rotation speed, inertia, backlash, and hysteresis [2]. A feed system driven by a
permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM), without intermediate mechanical
transmission components, offers numerous advantages in dynamic performance and
positioning accuracy.

Accordingly, considering the elimination of intermediate transmission structures,
PMLSMs also exhibit some difficulties in structure optimization and controller design to
achieve the performance of high speed/precision [3–6]. A PMLSM is a typical nonlinear
coupling system, and therefore, the motion accuracy is subject to adverse factors such as
thrust force ripple, friction, thermal effects, residual vibrations, and load disturbances.
These effects cannot be weakened by an intermediate structure but act on the mover directly.
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The stability and dynamic characteristics of linear feed devices would be affected, and thus,
the operating precision of the system would be degraded.

Thrust ripple and friction are two major nonlinear disturbances acting upon PMLSMs,
affecting the dynamic characteristics and inducing vibrations [7,8]. In terms of thrust
ripple, it is position-determined and affected by the slot–pole combination. Two main
weakening techniques of this ripple are motor structure optimization and force ripple
compensation [9]. Friction is a typical disturbance which is dependent on the operating
speed. It is necessary to analyze the mechanisms and adjust methods in consideration of
the working conditions.

The rapid temperature rise in PMLSMs is usually caused by massive power loss, as
a high current density is required for such a direct drive system to achieve large thrust
and high speed. The temperature rise in a PMLSM may lead to thermal errors and even
demagnetization and winding insulation failure [10,11]. Even with a cooling system, local
temperature rise is still inevitable, which will cause parameter variations of the PMLSM
and degrade the dynamic performance. Thus, it is essential to investigate the thermal
behavior of linear motors and design a controller to compensate for the influence induced
by heat.

PMLSMs are characterized by low damping owing to the lack of an intermediate
transmission mechanism and, therefore, easily cause transient vibrations [4,12]. With an
unsuitable trajectory, the saltation of velocity leads to discontinuities in acceleration and
exhibition of infinite jerk [1]. Combined with the requirement of high stiffness, a high
regulator coefficient of a controller will make the output of the controller change drastically,
thereby causing PMLSM overshoot and residual variation. In order to improve the dynamic
performance and positional accuracy, some research studies proposed trajectory planning
algorithms, feed-forward and feedback control strategies, and external dampers to improve
the PMLSM’s performance.

Load disturbances are directly applied on the mover of a PMLSM and deteriorate
the accuracy. Cable force and machine cutting force are common load disturbances in
PMLSM motion systems [13]. Generally, load disturbances are difficult to model due to
the nonlinear and time-varying characteristics [14]. To suppress load disturbances, in one
study, researchers applied a modeless vibration suppression method on a PMLSM motion
system [4]. In another method, researchers traced the source and the formation of the load
disturbances and then built mathematical models such as a cutting force model, a chatting
prediction model, and an electromechanical coupling effect model [15–17].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the suppres-
sion approaches of thrust ripple and friction. Section 3 presents the modeling of thermal
behavior, thermal management techniques, and compensation methods. In Section 4,
trajectory planning, feed-forward and feedback control, and dampers for weakening the
residual vibration are introduced. The basic control scheme and suppressing methods of
load disturbances are analyzed in Section 5.

2. Thrust Ripple and Friction

Different from rotary motors, disturbances consisting of thrust ripple and friction
decrease the PMLSM system performance directly [18,19] due to the elimination of me-
chanical transmission [20]. The worst result is that these force ripples excite the mechanical
resonances at a special velocity [7]. Therefore, studying the compensation of thrust rip-
ple and friction is vital for PMLSMs. In this section, firstly, the causes of force ripple in
PMLSMs are introduced. Then, the motor structure analysis and parameters’ optimization
for reducing force ripple are presented. Lastly, the compensation strategies in control
systems are compared and discussed.
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2.1. Causes of Force Ripple and Friction

The disturbances in PMLSMs are caused by different aspects, including detent force,
the harmonics of back-electric motive force (EMF), and driving current.

Compared with that of rotary motors, the end effect force and cogging force of the
PMLSM constitute the detent force, and they are the major components of thrust ripple [21].
The detent force is periodic [22] and is only determined by the relative position between the
stator and the mover of a motor [23]. It is noted that the force ripple is an electromagnetic
effect, which is related to the magnetic field and the phase currents. Moreover, the variations
in the magnetic flux density are amplified by the motor magnetic saturation and stator-
winding resistance variations [24].

Meanwhile, the current contains harmonic components, which will result in an inac-
curate back-EMF model and produce thrust ripple as well [25]. Some structural design
methods such as skewing [21,26], segmentation of a magnet [27], and optimization of
the magnet pole arc coefficient [28] can effectively suppress the detent force and current
harmonics. In terms of system control, approaches such as the dead-time elimination
method for a pulse width modulation (PWM)-controlled inverter/converter [29], harmonic
injection [30], and adding a resonant controller [31] are proposed to reduce the current
harmonics. Simultaneously, friction is velocity-dependent and nonlinear [32], which is non-
Lipschitz in the initial state [33]. The disturbances mentioned above will largely degrade
the performance of PMLSM systems.

Numerous studies have attempted to compensate for thrust ripple and friction using
two methods: structural optimization methods and control compensation strategy [34–36].

2.2. Structural Optimization Methods

To date, structural optimization approaches have generally been divided into two
types. The first approach is to adjust the size of some critical structures, including modifying
the shape of the permanent magnet (PM) [37–40], installing an auxiliary structure [41],
optimizing the length of the stator [34], using fraction slots [36], and adjusting the slot/plot
combinations [36], which are promising for reducing detent force.

For instance, the detent force caused by the longitudinal end effects in PMLSMs is
analyzed and minimized in [41]. First, the left/right-end forces are calculated according
to an analytical model. Then, the optimal length of the primary iron is obtained based on
the phase difference of the left/right-end forces and a two-step iteration. Furthermore,
step-skewed auxiliary irons are added to the primary end to eliminate the second-order
harmonics and reduce other high-order harmonics as shown in Figure 1. Finally, some
mirror PMs are added to the ends of the secondary back iron as illustrated in Figure 2, and
the resultant radial flux density is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that adding a mirror
PM is even more effective in reducing the secondary end effect compared to the results of
other methods.
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Double-sided designs are popular for minimizing the detent force of PMLSMs [42].
For example, a double-sided long-stator-type PMLSM is presented in [43], as illustrated
in Figure 4. The stator is made up of two groups of semi-closed slot iron core, and the
concentrated windings are facing each other. The mover side is composed of two groups of
permanent magnets mounted on the iron yoke surface. The results show that the structure
of the 9-slot/8-pole fractional slot pitch can reduce not only the back-EMF harmonics but
also the amplitude of detent force. It was proven that the fractional slot winding structure
can effectively suppress the thrust fluctuation of the PMLSM in [36].
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Figure 4. Structure of a double-sided long-stator-type permanent magnet linear synchronous motor
(PMLSM). Reprinted with permission from ref. [43]. Copyright 2014 IEEE.

The method of utilizing of step-skewed magnets for thrust ripple reduction is widely
used in PMLSM systems [44,45]. As illustrated in Figure 5 [21], skewed PMs with an
optimal skewing length are designed to compensate for detent force. The key innovation
of the proposed PMLSM is that a skewed structure, as shown in Figure 6, is applied to
decrease several high-order harmonics; thus, the sine wave distortion rate of the motor
detent force is suppressed. The 2D finite element method (FEM) results show that the
fourth-, sixth-, and eight-order harmonics of the optimal skewed PM structure are 55.7%,
93%, and 79.5% lower than those of the rectangular PMs, respectively. In comparison to the
traditional structural optimization approaches, the method of reducing the high-frequency
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components rather than the amplitude of the detent force is more convenient and suitable
for the control system to realize the minimal ripple.
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Furthermore, the peak-to-peak value of the detent force in PMLSMs is effectively
weakened by changing the width of the PM [46,47]. In [48], chamfering also greatly
reduced the detent force of PMLSM. All of the methods mentioned above can be classified
as designing the key structure of the motor.

The second method is to establish the complete and accurate analytical model first [49].
Then, some optimization algorithms are utilized to obtain the optimal motor parameters
for minimizing the thrust ripple and friction [50–55].

Concretely, the function of complex relative air gap permeance was introduced by
Zarko et al. in [52], and the cogging torque was calculated by integrating the lateral forces
that acted on the slot sides. However, this model can only account for the slotting effect;
the end detent force that is caused by the longitudinal end effect is neglected.

In [49,50,56], Z. Q. Zhu et al. present the subdomain (SD) method to calculate the
air gap field density accurately. It divides the motor model into several regular domains;
then, the analytical expression is simplified. Based on Zhu’s method, an accurate analytical
model for PMLSMs in 2D Cartesian coordinates was developed in [55]. By adding virtual
slots and adopting relative air gap permeance, the end effect and slotting effect are taken
into consideration, respectively. Thus, the flux linkage, back-EMF, and detent force are
calculated via the proposed method. Both the FEM and prototype results show that
the detent force is reduced by the optimization of the end teeth and slots based on the
presented model.

Although the abundance of structural optimization designs can attenuate the force
ripple effectively, they are frequently accompanied by complicated motor construction and
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high production costs. Therefore, control methods to decrease the thrust ripple and friction
are being researched extensively.

2.3. Compensation Strategy in Control System

Feed-forward control plays a vital part in force ripple compensation [57], and the most
common compensation strategy in PMLSM systems is harmonic cancellation by using
suitable feed-forward current profiling [58]. As thrust ripple is affected by the magnetic
field and phase currents, the phase currents can produce a smooth force only when the
back-EMF waveforms are sinusoidal and balanced [59–61].

As illustrated in Figure 7, Mohamed proposed a current control approach with a
simple adaptive internal model [62], which can estimate the compensation current eas-
ily. It is worth mentioning that the proposed model is independent of the current con-
troller, which can be augmented with different kinds of controllers. Evaluations revealed
that the presented method could produce very high attenuation at various frequency
modes corresponding to the flux harmonics in real time. However, the look-up-table
and data-based methods occupy plenty of memory space and sacrifice the compensation
accuracy, respectively.
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The methods of feed-forward control compensation for thrust ripple in PMLSMs are
concretely reported in [63–67]. In [63], a back-EMF compensation method is proposed
to obtain a current control scheme independent of the back-EMF variation. In [64], field-
oriented control (FOC) is applied, and the components of thrust ripple are extracted by
FEM; then, the thrust ripple is compensated by controlling the q-axis current component.
In [65], a feed-forward compensator that can generate dither signals is designed to suppress
the force ripple.

In [66], the thrust ripple, which is caused by mismatched current waveforms and
unbalanced amplifier gain or motor phase, is reduced by optimizing the phase current
waveform. The optimized current waveforms are implemented in a motion controller, and
the experimental results show that the tracking performance of the PMLSM is significantly
improved by using the proposed method.

Moreover, a data-driven variable-gain iterative feed-forward approach is presented
in [67] to reduce stochastic disturbance, and the robustness of model uncertainty is improved.
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In order to meet the requirements of high stability and strong robustness in parameter
variation, the adaptive robust control algorithm is widely implemented in PMLSM systems.
Bin Yao et al. conducted substantial digital motion control strategies known as adaptive
robust control (ARC) to compensate for major nonlinearities [51,68]. In [51], a discontinu-
ous projection-based ARC controller was designed in particular, and the results indicated
that the proposed algorithm exhibits superior tracking performance and avoids the cost
of offline identification. However, it tends to compensate for only one or several types of
disturbance simultaneously. Then, in [68], an ARC algorithm that offers a complete, simul-
taneous compensation scheme was used for all major nonlinearities, including coulomb
friction, cogging force, and saturating electromagnetic field effect during large driving
current. The experimental results show that the proposed approach can achieve an effective
overall tracking performance and that it is more suitable for high-precision control.

Furthermore, relay feedback control [2,69], iterative learning control [70], and predic-
tive control [71] can also effectively suppress thrust ripple in PMLSMs, but the key issues are
obtaining the specific motion states and compensating for parameters’ variations [72–74].

According to the above discussions, thrust force and friction compensation have been
extensively studied during recent decades, and it is difficult to eliminate force ripple using
a single method. Therefore, further investigations may focus on the combination of both
optimal motor designs and optimal control methods.

3. Thermal Effects

Thermal effects have a significant impact on the parameters and performance of
PMLSMs. As temperature variations lead to variations in the electrical parameters of
PMLSMs and thermal errors, the overall performance, such as dynamic response and
precision, will be compromised. Moreover, the maximum temperature increase is the
limiting factor of the electric insulation grades in the design phase, and the lifetime of the
stator winding has a close relationship with thermal effects. It is necessary to investigate
the thermal behavior of linear motors and compensate for the influence induced by thermal
effects. This section firstly introduces the heat sources of PMLSMs, and then, different
thermal analysis methods are presented and compared. Lastly, thermal compensation
methods for linear motor systems are discussed.

3.1. Heat Sources of Linear Motors

As PMLSMs feature high thrust density, high acceleration, and high speed, the main
heat sources of PMLSMs include electromagnetic loss (such as copper loss, iron loss, and
eddy current loss) and friction [75–77]. In general, copper loss is a major part of the total
loss, especially in high thrust operation mode with a high current density. Copper loss has
a close relationship with the temperature of the windings, as the resistance increases with
temperature increase. However, iron loss is the dominant loss in high-frequency operation
mode, of which hysteresis loss and eddy current loss are the main components.

Heat source identification is important for the thermal effect management of PMLSMs.
Based on the heat source information, more effective measures could be taken to improve
the PMLSM performance and working reliability.

3.2. Thermal Analysis of PMLSM

Thermal characteristic models of PMLSMs are essential for predicting temperature
distribution. Compared with rotating motors, thermal analysis of PMLSMs is more difficult
due to the open structure, large modeling area (at least half of the entire PMLSM), and
complex working modes (reciprocating acceleration/deceleration operation, intermittent
duty, etc.) [10]. In general, the methods for PMLSM thermal analysis can be summarized
as the lumped parameter thermal network (LPTN) and numerical modeling [77,78]. Both
methods are proven to be effective to predict the temperature distribution.

The LPTN method uses simplified areas with lumped parameters to represent the
complex structures [78]. The LPTN method is characterized by its efficiency, as it relies
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on an analytical model to determine the temperature distribution. The more detailed
the thermal network is, the more accurately it can predict the temperature distribution.
When it comes to simple structures, the temperatures predicted using the LPTN method
have been found to be in good agreement with numerical simulation results. However,
it does take effort to establish accurate models. Further validation and modification
through simulation or experimental measurements are needed to make the LPTN method
applicable to various motors under different working conditions. Numerical methods,
which include finite element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD),
are strong and valid tools to predict more accurate temperature distributions, even for
motors with complex structures. However, they are rather time-consuming and have high
computational costs [10,75,78–80].

Many publications have reported thermal analyses of PMLSMs using the LPTN
method. Tessarolo et al. derived an accurate 3D thermal model of a PMLSM through
the LPTN approach, as shown in Figure 8. They proposed computationally efficient
techniques that can solve the model analytically based on some simplified hypotheses. The
analytical results and experimental measurements have good agreement, which validates
the proposed method [81].
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Chow et al. analyzed the thermal deformation of a precision carriage driven by a
PMLSM, as shown in Figure 9. They claimed that the joule heat from the motor coils
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was the main heat source. Furthermore, by comparing the experimental and simulation
results, they concluded that thermal boundary conditions were important for accurate
estimation of the thermal deformation [82]. Using knowledge of the coil arrangement types,
as illustrated in Figure 10, they established a three-dimensional model and adopted the
finite difference method to calculate the heat conducted to the carriage [83]. The theoretical
calculations were verified with experiments using different current loads. With this method,
a temperature prediction model could be obtained with sufficient accuracy.
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Liu et al. proposed a simplified 3D fluid model to calculate the fluid field of a PMLSM.
On the premise of sufficient calculation accuracy, this method reduced the computation
time and provided improved practicability. Without considering the inner structure of
the mover, the mesh number of the simplified fluid model was significantly reduced, as
shown in Figure 11. The thermal simulation results from the electromagnetic-fluid-thermal
coupled field are consistent with the experimental results and the error is less than 10%.
Moreover, the computation time could be reduced from nearly 110 h to less than 85 h [75].
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Lu et al. concluded that the temperature increase was a major problem limiting the
LM performance. They noted that the thermal analysis of water-cooled PMLSMs was
poorly documented. Thus, they investigated the thermal performance of a water-cooled
14-pole and 12-slot PMLSM under continuous duty, short-time duty, and intermittent duty.
A one-dimensional thermal resistance network analysis model, as shown in Figure 12, and
a two-dimensional FEA model were constructed to obtain the temperature distribution.
Thereafter, the impact of the temperature increase on the motor thrust force, efficiency, and
power factor was studied through experiments and simulations [10,84]. Furthermore, the
water flow rate could be optimized according to the demands [85].
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Zhang et al. demonstrated that PMLSMs are suitable for use in ultra-precision posi-
tioning, computerized numerical control machine tools, and other processing fields. They
proposed an ironless linear synchronous motor with a cooling system, as illustrated in
Figure 13. The analytical model of the PMLSM was formulated in 2D Cartesian coordinates.
The analytical solution for the flux density in the cooling jacket was established based on
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the separation of variables method with appropriate boundary conditions. The eddy cur-
rent braking force induced in the cooling system and the influence of the motor parameters
on the eddy current braking force were investigated and validated using the FEM. These
authors built a prototype and validated the no-load back-EMF and static thrust by means
of experimental results, as shown in Figure 14 [86].
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3.3. Controller Design to Compensate

As temperature variations have significant impacts on the parameter accuracy of
PMLSMs, such as the winding resistance and the magnetic properties of PMs, controller
design with robustness to parameter uncertainty and thermal error modeling are the two
main research aspects to compensate for the thermal effects.

Yan et al. addressed the multi-parameter online identification of a long-mover PMLSM
based on the extended Kalman filter. The flux linkage and stator resistance were simultane-
ously identified [87]. Tavallaei et al. designed a robust controller that enables prolonged
motion control of a single control input ultrasonic motor (USM) system. The temperature
variations significantly affect the dynamic characteristics of the motor and change the
resonance frequency of the piezoelectric material. They adopted a Lyapunov function
redesign (LFR) robust controller to deal with the uncertainties of the system while ensuring
an acceptable performance and stability [88]. Dülk et al. developed a method for estimating
the electrical resistance of the coil in a single-coil linear solenoid actuator which is subject
to pulse width modulation (PWM) drive conditions [89].

In addition, the PMLSM is one of the heat sources which can cause thermal errors in the
direct-driven linear feed systems. In ultra-precision machines, thermal errors have a domi-
nant influence on precision as they are related to more than half of the total errors [90,91].
Many studies focus on thermal error compensation in the linear feed system.
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Lin et al. analyzed the influence of thermal dynamic hysteresis on the direct feed axis.
Based on one-dimensional heat conduction and thermal expansion theory modeling, an
error compensation method of the thermal dynamic characteristic is proposed [92]. Sun et al.
optimized the design of important machine parts from the perspective of thermodynamics
to improve the thermal performance of an ultra-precision machine tool. They conducted
FEM to identify the weak points [93]. Zou et al. presented a thermo-mechanical model to
quantify the dynamic error of a high-precision worktable in which both the internal heat
sources and environmental thermal fluctuations were considered. The presented model
provided a solution for ordinary workshops in environments where the temperature is not
controlled to compensate for the thermal errors of the moving units [94]. Lei et al. presented
a data-driven modeling method of the thermal error–temperature relationship for the dual-
drive ball-screw feed axis. With the low cost and easily accessible unlabeled temperature
data under various operation conditions, a co-training semi-supervised support vector
machine for the regression method was adopted. The thermal error model was validated
through experiments and outperformed the genetic algorithm support vector machines for
regression in compensation [95].

In conclusion, the thermal behavior of PMLSMs requires further investigation. For the
reduction in heat sources, future work may focus on optimal motor designs considering
both the thrust density and efficiency. As the temperature increase is inevitable, forced
cooling and insulation techniques are necessary to reduce the impact on the accuracy.
The temperature field under certain operation conditions can be predicted using thermal
analysis with the LPTN and numerical methods. Moreover, the prediction accuracy can
be improved by adopting the improved 3D multi-physical field method with accurate
boundary conditions. The simulations should be validated by experiments, including the
measurement of the temperature field and thermal deformations. Temperature variations
will significantly affect the parameters and dynamic characteristics of the PMLSMs, and
robust controllers and thermal error compensation methods for linear motor systems may
be combined with the data-driven methods to further mitigate the overall thermal effects.

4. Residual Vibration

In this section, residual vibrations are suppressed from three parts, including the
input and output of controllers, the controller structure, and the physical characteristics of
the controlled object. For the smooth input command and vibration reduction, trajectory
planning algorithms are proposed first. Then, feed-forward and feedback controllers are
proposed to achieve good dynamic performance and accurate tracking. Subsequently,
considering the low-damping characteristic of PMLSMs, vibration suppression methods
applying the additional dampers are introduced.

4.1. Trajectory Planning Algorithms

In order to achieve precise motion, trajectory planning is implemented to generate
suitable input commands for minimizing vibration and overshoot in position, velocity, and
current loops [96–98].

Point-to-point motion is most commonly used in PMLSMs, which is required to move
to the specified position at a specified time. The desired motion profile must be generated
beforehand [99]. The trapezoidal velocity profile is the common planning algorithm. The
velocity command is switched from constant acceleration to constant velocity and then
constant deceleration [70]. The acceleration will change from a positive constant to 0 and
then to a negative constant. These discontinuities of the acceleration make the jerk exhibit
infinite values and, therefore, cause the vibration and overshoot in the position as well as
the velocity [69]. For smoothing the acceleration and minimizing the jerk, trigonometric
and polynomial models have been studied by many scholars. K. D. Nguyen presented an
s-curve motion model, including trigonometric and polynomial functions. This algorithm
can provide a specialized trajectory considering the bounded jerk and operation time [96].
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However, some generated trajectories could not be implemented to PMLSMs owing to the
limitations of mechanical structure and electrical properties.

In terms of the dynamics and physical limitations, the time-optimal control of s-curve
motion profiling was proposed in [100]. The mathematical expressions of the switching
curve and surface are explicitly described. As shown in Figure 15, the feedback form of the
time-optimal solution is applied to a linear motor and provides faster trajectories than the
improved s-curve motion profiling. Furthermore, in order to achieve the minimum time
transient response and excellent tracking accuracy, M. Yuan proposed a two-loop control
structure, as shown in Figure 16. It includes the online trajectory re-planning algorithm
and an adaptive robust controller [1]. The re-planning algorithm is used to maximize the
converting speed of the transient response. Therefore, this cascade controller can achieve
high steady-state accuracy under a system’s kinematic/dynamic constraints.
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In conclusion, for smooth movement, trajectory planning algorithms optimizing
displacement, velocity, and acceleration are necessary. Simultaneously, the generated
trajectory needs to meet some limiting conditions, such as the system kinematic/dynamic
constraints, operating time, and expended energy. Thus, low residual vibration of the
PMLSM can be achieved.

4.2. Feed-Forward and Feedback Control Structure

Achieving a fast transient response and high steady-state tracking accuracy simulta-
neously is a challenge for linear motor systems in the presence of kinematic and dynamic
constraints, various parametric uncertainties, and uncertain nonlinearities [1,101]. In high-
speed and high-precision motion systems equipped with a linear motor, typically, the vast
majority of the input actuator current is provided by feed-forward control to achieve rapid
tracking. Feedback control is normally applied to maintain system stability and robustness.
In order to improve the trajectory tracking performance, a feedback and feed-forward
control structure is introduced for precision motion control of PMLSMs.

Usually, velocity and current feed-forward control loops are employed in high-velocity
and high-acceleration systems. The basic three-loop control was found to be insufficient for
high-velocity systems due to the mover delays from the command [1]. Without the feed-
forward control loop, the system will easily produce a large overshoot and long settling
time in the stage of high acceleration. In [102], a velocity feed-forward loop was presented
for a rope-less elevator and realized a high positioning precision. The feed-forward velocity
was calculated by differentiating the planning trajectory. Furthermore, in [102], the current
feed-forward loop provided a fast dynamic response. Compared with the conventional
three-loop control, the transient vibration of the linear motor is reduced.

Owing to parametric uncertainties and nonlinear disturbance, there are stable errors
at places where the mover has a high frequency and high acceleration. Considering the
repetitive operation of PMLSMs, the uncertain factors can be modeled or learned and used
as a feed-forward input. Feed-forward and feedback controller structures of PMLSMs with
learning ability are presented as follows.

In [103], a controller combing the model-based feed-forward and adaptive feedback
gain of jerk was designed. Additionally, the adaptive feedback gain of jerk is updated by
an exponential function, as shown in Figure 17. The stability of the closed-loop system
was proven by the Lyapunov approach. According to the experimental results, the pro-
posed control scheme can achieve robust, precise tracking performance and reduce the
residual vibration.
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In [104], with the simple zero-phase filtering technique, an iterative learning controller
is applied as a feed-forward controller, as shown in Figure 18. Furthermore, a relay-tuned
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) feedback controller is designed using an automatic
relay tuning method. In [105], a feed-forward controller in the repetitive control system is
modified online using the system parameter identifier to improve the output convergence.
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As shown in Figure 19, a neural network learning adaptive robust controller was
developed. The adaptive part and robust part were designed to meet the challenge of para-
metric variations due to the structure of linear motors and variable reference trajectories. A
neural network was designed based on input and output data to enhance the robustness
against uncertain random disturbances [4].
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As mentioned above, feed-forward control considering the normal dynamic model can
improve the dynamic performance. In terms of repetitive motion, a feed-forward controller
with self-learning, such as iterative learning, fuzzy control, reinforcement learning, neural
networks, etc., can obtain an excellent performance in terms of transient response and even
approximately error-free trajectory tracking.

4.3. Damper

In addition to the control algorithm, for reducing the residual vibration of PMLSMs, a
direct method is to increase the physical damping. Common types of dampers applied to
PMLSMs include a liquid damper, a mechanical friction damper, and an electromagnetic
damper.

In [106], P. Ma investigated the performance of a magneto-rheological fluid (MRF)
by applying different control parameters and moving mass, as shown in Figure 20. Un-
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der the acceleration feed-forward proportion-proportion integration (P-PI) controller, the
overshoot, rising time, and settling time of the PMLSM are proposed. Then, by comparing
these dynamic performances with the enabled MRF, the presented damper is shown to
improve the dynamic response and reduce the residual vibration. However, due to the high
nonlinearity of the MRF damping, the suppression performance of the residual vibration
in the PMLSM will be limited. Furthermore, the sealing of the MRF also becomes a large
influence factor for wide applications.
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As shown in Figure 21, a novel auxiliary suppression device, the tuned viscoelastic
damper (TVD), was designed to increase the damping of a PMLSM [107]. Through the
Kelvin model and finite element analysis, the motion characteristics of the proposed
damper were analyzed. Finally, the experiments were performed and the results proved
that the TVD is effective in increasing the damping of the PMLSM. The damping of this
damper heavily depends on the viscoelasticity of the contact surface. However, with the
abrasion of the contact surface owing to long-term use, the characteristic of suppression
will be degraded.
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Compared with the conventional mechanical friction damper, the eddy current damper
(ECD) has the advantages of no mechanical contact and no liquid leakage. In [108], a dual-
sided hybrid excitation eddy current damper (ECD) was presented to actively suppress the
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vibration of a linear motor during decelerating and stopping stages, as shown in Figure 22.
With the proposed eddy current damper, the results show that the amplitude of the in-
position error and the settling time are reduced by 68.88% and 33.33%, respectively. Similar
characteristic dampers, including the theory model [109], performance analysis [110], and
different conductor materials [111], were also introduced.
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As mentioned above, residual vibration increases the settling time and reduces the
positioning accuracy. In order to weaken the residual vibration, the command input and
structure of controllers have been studied in numerous works. To avoid discontinuous accel-
eration and jerk, trajectory planning technology is proposed to smooth the command input.
Under specialized operating conditions, time optimization and kinematics/dynamics con-
straints need to be considered. For the high-speed and high-frequency motion operation
of a PMLSM, feed-forward and feedback control structures can improve the dynamic
performance and steady-state accuracy. Moreover, the additional equipment, increasing the
physical damping of the controlled object, can directly weaken the amplitude of residual
vibration and reduce the settling time. This additional damper can be decoupled from the
controller and achieve active vibration suppression. With the requirement of multi-working
conditions, the design and operation of active dampers would receive more attention.

5. Load Disturbances

Disturbance observers are widely applied to suppress load disturbances. They can
quantify a disturbance according to the output of a motion system without a disturbance
model. The general structure of a disturbance observer includes a low-pass filter Q(s)
and an inverse of the plant model. The low-pass filter Q(s) makes Q(s)P−1(s) a physically
realizable system and suppresses noise at high frequencies, as shown in Figure 23. The
disturbance observer has drawn the attention of researchers due to the advantage of its
compatibility with feedback and feed-forward control. Therefore, it has become a widely
used control scheme in load disturbance suppression, as shown in Figure 24.
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5.1. Load Disturbance Rejection in Periodic and Aperiodic Motion

The PMLSM is frequently applied for achieving a desired motion trajectory. Generally,
a periodic motion is demanded, such as the stepping motion in a bonding machine [112].
Periodic adaptive learning control has shown some advantages in improving the tracking
performance for periodic motion in [61]. The disturbance in periodic motion is normally
periodic as well. Consequently, the adaptive learning method could be applied on the dis-
turbance observer. Kwanghyun [113] proposed a periodic adaptive disturbance observer
(PADOB); the parameters of disturbance observation were updated for each control period
with the adaptation law, and the disturbance would, therefore, be well suppressed when
parameters converged. The authors theoretically proved that position tracking errors con-
verge to zero asymptotically, and the experimental results showed that the root mean square
(RMS) of error was reduced to about 0.5 µm. Zhao [114] applied the PADOB on a PMLSM
based on DSP TMS320 LF2812A, and the zero-phase low-pass filter was implemented as
the Q-filter of the observer. Accordingly, the tracking error of a trapezoid trajectory with
maximum speed of 0.5 m/s was reduced to about 3 µm, as shown in Figure 25. The results
show that the PADOB is effective for suppressing periodic disturbances.
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However, there are non-repetitive disturbances in PMLSM motion systems, such as a
sudden payload change, or the motion trajectory could be non-repetitive. The performances
of iterative learning methods are obviously degraded by irregular disturbances, since
the iterative process cannot observe the random disturbance and perform an effective
tracking command. To solve this problem, Duan [115] proposed a model-free adaptive
iterative learning control with feedback and feed-forward control (FFMFAILC) to reject
non-repetitive load disturbances. The dynamic linearization technique is introduced in the
iteration domain and only the input–output (I/O) data of the controlled plant are used.
The FFMFAILC, therefore, shows better tracking performance compared to other methods,
as shown in Figure 26.
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Further to feedback and feed-forward control, an extended state observer (ESO) has
been introduced to repetitive control and iterative learning control to suppress non-periodic
disturbances. Sayem [116] combined an ESO and repetitive control and showed the control
block diagram, as shown in Figure 27. The results show that the periodic trajectory tracking
is guaranteed by repetitive control, and the non-periodic disturbance is suppressed by
the ESO. Numerical experiments were implemented to verify the feasibility of ESO-based
repetitive control when the disturbances’ waveform includes sinusoidal, hyperbolic, chirp,
step, and ramp. The ESO was also introduced to iterative learning control. Hui [117]
proposed ESO-based data-driven iterative learning control. The ESO is applied to estimate
the random initial states and disturbances as a whole extended state, which overcomes the
disadvantage of iterative learning control, whereby identical initial states are demanded
for convergence. Zhou [118] proposed modified repetitive control to reject nonlinear non-
periodic disturbance with state-dependent uncertainty. An equivalent input disturbance
(EID) [119] estimator was introduced and constructed by a full-order state observer with a
variant system matrix. Simultaneously, the EID estimator was incorporated into a linear
repetitive control law, and the modified repetitive control was derived.
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For applications with force control, load disturbance estimation is demanded.
Hsueh [120] applied the Luenberger observer in the impedance control of a linear servo
motor as a haptic system; the external force is estimated, and the desired dynamic behavior
is achieved. The Luenberger observer can approximate to the original system; therefore,
the system states can be well reconstructed, and some sensors can be replaced by the
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Luenberger observer. However, system uncertainty will degrade the performance of the
Luenberger observer.

The Luenberger observer and the ESO handle disturbances in different ways; the
Luenberger observer can reconstruct exogenous disturbances, while the ESO lumps the
unknow disturbances, unmodeled dynamics, and nonlinearity of a system together. For
ESO implementation, only the relative degree of the system under consideration is required.
Basically, it is a modeless method, and state reconstruction is, therefore, unavailable. The
EID estimator is closely related to ESO; the difference is that the EID estimator estimates
the disturbance at the control input channel instead of the disturbance itself. There are
other types of DOB reported in [121]—for example, a nonlinear DOB established based on
the sliding mode concept [122]. However, few studies discuss nonlinear DOB applications
on PMLSMs, while most of the literature focuses on the theoretical research. Application of
nonlinear DOBs for PMLSMs will be a prospective research topic, as higher precision and a
faster response speed will further highlight the advantages of PMLSMs.

5.2. Load Disturbance Rejection in Feed System

PMLSMs are also widely applied in the feed system of machine tools [123]; it often
suffers from cutting force disturbance during the machining process. A milling machine
tool with a linear motor feed system is presented in Figure 28. The amplitudes of cutting
force have large variations, which causes the instability of the controller. To solve this
problem, Choi [124] applied the normalized coprime factorization method and a multiple
input multiple output (MIMO) H∞ controller to improve the robustness. The tracking
error was reduced to almost half of that of a PID controller with the implementation of the
MIMO H∞ controller. The capability to counteract external disturbance force is also termed
as dynamic stiffness. Altintas [125] proposed a disturbance adaptive discrete-time sliding
mode controller (DADSC), and the disturbance recovery algorithm was implemented to
refine the estimated disturbance force. The block diagram of the DADSC is presented
in Figure 29. The dynamic stiffness improvement was verified by experimental results.
The transfer function gain between the tool and the workpiece decreased by 5 dB on
average and decreased by 10 dB at the resonance frequency region, which indicates that
the disturbance was effectively attenuated from the workpiece to the machine tool.
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The cutting force model [126] could be implemented in the control of PMLSM feed sys-
tems and served as a disturbance suppression controller in feed-forward form. Duan [127]
simplified the cutting force as a harmonic disturbance at 60 Hz with an additional dc
component. Based on the simplified cutting force model, the positioning error is less than
10 um. Later, Duan [128] considered the variable-frequency disturbance case and imple-
mented the proxy-based control allocation method. The controller gain was characterized
as a function of the disturbance force frequencies and the Lyapunov stability was proven.

Cutting force modeling [129] and chatter vibration [130] are hot research topics in
machine tool processing. However, the research results have not been fully applied in
disturbance feed-forward control, where a linear motor serves as the feed system. The
authors believe that disturbance suppression performance could be further improved with
the assistance of cutting force modeling and compensation.

Load disturbance may not only influence the output of a PMLSM but also the whole
motion system, including the controller, current driver, and the parameters of the PMLSM.
Yang [131] considered the dynamic electromechanical coupling effect of linear motor feed
systems in machine tools. For example, the pitch vibration may be influenced by the
load disturbance, and the uniformity of the air gap, therefore, deteriorates, as shown
in Figure 30. Yang’s later works [132,133] include the electromechanical coupling effect
caused by variation of the thrust force spectrum, the loads, the encoder’s errors, and
cutting force. The investigation of the electromechanical coupling effect provides a system-
level consideration. The influence of the exogenous disturbances is highlighted by the
electromechanical coupling analysis, which could be utilized as a guidance for disturbance
suppression in controller design.
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6. Conclusions

The PMLSM offers the unique advantages of high acceleration and high positioning
accuracy in linear feed systems. Simultaneously, the lack of an intermediate transmission
mechanism necessitates a more complex controller. The main factors that induce position-
ing errors, including cogging force, friction force, thermal effects, residual vibration, and
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load disturbance, have been investigated to demonstrate their generation mechanisms and
the according suppression methods in this paper.

Many studies have been verified under specific testing conditions and disturbances.
Thrust force and friction can be weakened via optimization of the structure and compen-
sation of the controller. The temperature rise is easily limited by the forced cooling and
insulation techniques based on the calculation and measurement of the temperature distri-
bution. Accordingly, the controller considering the temperature suppression can improve
the system dynamic characteristics under different temperatures. Residual vibration can
be suppressed through trajectory planning, controller design, and an additional damping
device. Load disturbance is often estimated by disturbance observers and suppressed by
the controller.

However, the coupling of the multi-disturbance strongly affects the operating accu-
racy of the PMLSM in actual engineering applications. The suppression method only
considering the specified disturbance is limited in improving the accuracy of the overall
system. The data-driven methods have been verified to be effective for many nonlinear
strongly coupled nonlinear systems in industrial applications [134]. As a development
trend, considering the complexity of the control object, a controller designed based on the
input and output signals would be more efficient.
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